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Abstract
This article investigates the display strategy of the Empire’s gaze as the perspective of a
camera and Korean culture as its chosen photographic object through the analyses of
articles and pictures in Culture Joseon 文化朝鮮 (formerly Tour Joseon 觀光朝鮮).
Culture Joseon is a Japanese-language magazine published in Seoul from 1939 to
1944 during the late Japanese colonial period. It was a popular magazine that targeted
as its audience ordinary travelers, businessmen, civil servants or anyone who was
involved in the wartime business of the late Japanese colonial period or any other kinds
of modern projects. As it had the capital, initiative, and the power and human network
of a semi-official gazette, its extravagance was incomparable to other contemporary
media, enabling Culture Joseon to show off the expansion of Japanese territory, advertise, and represent Korea as a stable colony. Examination of this text confirms that the
empire’s strategy of colonial administration mobilized the modern sensibility of travel
and tourism to introduce, flaunt, and consume Korea and Korean culture. This strategy
may have been effective in propagandizing the war and mobilizing colonial subjects in
Japan and Korea. In addition, the homogenized and idealized images of Korea represented in the magazine conversely revealed that the design of the Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere was a mere fantasy.
Keywords: Tour Joseon, Culture Joseon, Japan Travel Association Korean Branch,
cultural politics, colonial administration, representation, photograph, propaganda
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Introduction
Founded in June 1939, Culture Joseon 文化朝鮮, one of the mass media of
the late Japanese colonial period, was a Japanese-language magazine published in Seoul. It was a bimonthly magazine published by the Japan Travel
Association (hereafter, JTA) Korean Branch, whose title at the time of the
first issue, was Tour Joseon 觀光朝鮮. From June 1939 to November 1940, it
was published under the initial title of Tour Joseon but changed to Culture
Joseon in December 1940, which was used until its last issue in November
1944.1 Two facts allow the inference that Culture Joseon was a popular
consumer magazine that targeted ordinary travelers and also businessmen
and bureaucrats who required mobility while engaging in modernization
projects or wartime duties—one is that the agent behind publication was
JTA, and the other is that despite the modification of the initial mission
statement during its change in title, its motto has fundamentally been
based on the concept of culture, which was expanded from that of travel.
The study of Culture Joseon is still in its early stages.2 The media of the
late colonial period is relatively new to the Korean literary world or to
scholars of modern Korean culture. However, scholars of Japanese literature
and tourism recently completed some research. Seo Gi-jae (2009; 2011;
2012a; 2012b), in particular, conducted specialized, multilateral research of
Tour Joseon. Seo examined the structure and characteristics of the magazine, focusing on the emergence of a modern tourism magazine and tourism of modern Korea as a product of imperialism. Hence, the magazine was
1. After November 1944, when the United States had already succeeded in regaining several
Pacific islands and started raids on Japan, the war started to escalate. Since there is currently no way of knowing if Culture Joseon continued to be published, the November
1944 issue is, therefore, the last issue to the best of my knowledge.
2. Hereafter, the magazine will be referred to as Culture Joseon, except for necessary occasions in order to avoid the inconvenience of writing it as “Culture Joseon (Formerly Tour
Joseon)” or “Tour Joseon (Formerly Culture Joseon)” and to acknowledge that for four of
six total years of publication, it was known as Culture Joseon. However, such a designation
is also because the fundamental objective of this magazine was to discover, introduce,
understand, and advertise the culture of Korea, so that it could assist Japan’s colonial rule
and render Korea as a supply base for Japan’s imperialist campaign.
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consistently referred to as the “modern tourism magazine, Tour Joseon.”
Meanwhile, Jo Seong-un (2010a; 2010b) conducted a series of research
projects into Korean tourism policy during the colonial period and published results that focused on JTA, the agent behind the publication of Tour
Joseon. Most recently, Seo Seung-hui (2014) studied the representation of
Korea and Koreans by examining the fictions of Korean authors published
in Culture Joseon. Also, Jo Hyeong-geun and Bak Myeong-gyu (2011) analyzed photographed images published in Joseon 朝鮮, an official gazette of
the Japanese Government-General of Korea 朝鮮總督府 (hereafter, JGGK),
from 1920 through 1936, out of a larger collection running from July 1920
through November 1944. Their analytical stance on the representation
strategy of imperial power is analogous to the one in this article. Common
denominators can be found between the display strategy of Joseon and that
of Culture Joseon in that both were magazines created by direct involvement of imperial power during the colonial period. However, the range of
research in this article will expand to texts from the late Japanese colonial
period, namely 1944, leading to the discovery of a characteristic unique to
Culture Joseon. That is, while the imperial gaze often focused on the primitiveness, backwardness, and violence during the early colonial period, it
displayed a shift in Culture Joseon to civilizational accomplishments under
imperial rule and scientific knowledge of modernity, that is, to an ostentatious strategy.
Based on this premise, the aim of this study is to analyze the articles
and pictures published in Culture Joseon to investigate the display strategy
executed through the gaze of a camera, namely the Japanese Empire, which
chose Korean culture as its photographic object. In so doing, this study
attempts to understand the media strategy of the magazine that was published even during the Pacific War and analyzes the manner in which the
empire flaunted its territorial expansion and advertised/represented—in
other words, displayed/consumed—Korea as its stable colony but also to
examine certain unforeseen circumstances that impeded this objective. The
moment Korean culture was chosen as photographic object by Japan’s
imperial gaze, the diversity of this culture was confined to an aesthetic
gaze, doomed to be displayed and concealed simultaneously.
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Since Culture Joseon had abundant capital, strong initiative, and the
power and human network of a semi-official gazette, its extravagance was
incomparable to that of other contemporary media. Using colorful covers
(Fig. 1) and ample pictorials filled with page-after-page of photos, illustrations, and design elements, it captured Korea’s history, customs and culture
visually, turned them into articles, and put Korea on display by way of
appropriating the objectivity and vividness of photographs.

Figure 1. Cover of the first issue of Tour Joseon, June 1939 (left);
Cover of the first issue of Culture Joseon, December 1940 (right).

In understanding why visually enticing pictures were so profusely used in
the magazine, it should be noted that the target audience of Culture Joseon
was basically people with keen interest in Korean culture, those who would
travel to Korea for the administrative duties of empire or for tourist and
educational purposes. The majority of the readership was comprised of
Japanese living in either Korea or Japan, while Koreans who acquired literacy in Japanese were also part of the audience. JTA’s Travel Information
Bureaus located in Japan, Taiwan, Manchuria, and Korea were responsible
for the distribution and sales of the magazine. In the case of Korea, the
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information bureaus were located in department stores, such as Mitsukoshi, Hwashin, and Georgia, suggesting that the readership of the magazine consisted of an upper-class that crossed the boundaries of nation and
status.
In studying the visual elements of Culture Joseon, this paper accepts
the premise that the meaning of an image can be interpreted differently
depending on the audience. However, the focal point is not on determining
the varying interpretations by different audiences but on examining the
context in which colonial Korea was presented as objectively real or as real
Korea through the technology of photography. For the editorial staff of Culture Joseon, the imperative was to inform the Japanese, who were indifferent
to or ignorant about Korea, of its vast possibilities. For that reason, though it
was a Japanese-language magazine enticing Japanese readers from a modern
practice and sensibility of tourism and travel by providing practical travel
tips, it had an extensive list of writers, ranging from Japanese settlers and
Korean cultural figures to Japanese artists and public figures.
During the six total years of publication from 1939 to 1944, the magazine changed its name from Tour Joseon—maintained for the first two
years—to Culture Joseon in 1940. The reason for changing the title was as
follows:
With the beginning of the New Year, we are changing the title of this magazine from Tour Joseon to Culture Joseon. This is the New Order 新體制 of
tourism. As the New Order has been expressed vociferously, the term tourism has oftentimes become an issue. The New Order would be wrong if it
abandoned every existing thing as the Old Order 舊體制; however, tourism
as leisurely sightseeing is clearly a thing of the Old Order. Tourism assumes
an active action to go on a trip, encounter an unfamiliar culture, renew one’s
perception, and aspire to construct and develop one’s daily life. Thus, it cannot but become a cultural movement that enables one to be in touch with
every aspect of culture. Here lies the reason why we change our title to Culture Joseon. This is an entirely New Order of tourism.3
3. Takeuchi Shinichi 武內愼一, “Gaeje ‘munhwa joseon’-ui mal” (On Changing the Title to
Culture Joseon), Culture Joseon, December 1940, 9.
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As presented in this passage, the aim of Culture Joseon was to establish travel
as “a cultural movement” and educate readers to become imperial subjects
through getting in touch with Korean culture. In order for them to learn
about Korea, first, a desire to visit Korea was required; hence, travel and
tourism under the New Order since 1941 was encouraged as the great
enlightenment movement. Thus, Culture Joseon did not aspire toward being
a practical magazine devoted to travel itself, such as introducing the destination, accommodations, transportation, and itinerary. Its aspiration was to
be a catalyst that entices readers to travel to Korea by acquainting them with
what was Korean, namely, Korean culture, and to ultimately make them
take interest in the territory of Japanese Empire. The magazine showed different regions of Korea, and guided readers through Korea’s livelihood and
social conditions, history and tradition, landscape and historical sites, train
routes and timetables. It also ran memoirs and travelogues written by Japanese literati, public figures or bureaucrats of the JGGK. Pages were assigned
to literature, like poetry, novels, essays, and drama. It shaped its character as
a popular magazine that sought popularity through vignettes and cartoons,
and featured cultural news about literary, film, drama, music, and art circles
through diverse forms of articles.
Given that the period during which Culture Joseon was published was
between 1939 and 1944, after Japan implemented a policy to use Korea as
supply base for its military campaign in Asia, it was practically impossible
for Japan to invest time, money, and effort to publish a culture magazine.
In 1940, Korean-language media, including newspapers, were forced to
discontinue, and as the Pacific War escalated, the publication and print
markets were backed into a corner in Korea as well as in Japan due to a
severe paper shortage. Accordingly, how was it possible, or why was it even
encouraged to create extravagant visual media like Culture Joseon under
the wartime system? One could assume that travel and tourism not only
produced industrial effects but also contributed to mobilization beyond
the scope of commonsense expectation.4 The empire asserted that its sub4. Jeong Geun-sik (2009) conducted a study on how visual materials were used for imperial propaganda during the colonial period. It would be a reasonable inference that Cul-
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jects “should faithfully maintain a worldview as wartime Japanese subjects,
and in order to do so, understanding Korea (and its culture) is crucial from
a historical, political and economic perspective.”5
To address the empire’s needs, the Japanese Railways established JTA in
1912, an organization, which, with unsparing support from the political and
economic realms, actively operated with an objective of introducing Japan to
the West, raising Japan’s national status in the global community, and gaining
economic profit. Along with Dailian and Taiwan branches, a Korean branch
was set up in Korean Railway Bureau on December 1, 1912. Travel information bureaus and sub-branches were installed in nearly 20 areas until
1945. The core business of the Korean travel information bureaus consisted
of travel counseling and arrangement related to Korea, Manchuria, and
China; consultation about customs matters or freight; provision of motion
pictures; and lecture tours (S. Jo [1934] 2010, 16–18). Within the design of
the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere 大東亞共榮圈, JTA changed its
name to the East Asia Travel Corporation 東亞旅行社 in 1941, and then again
to the East Asia Transportation Organization 東亞交通公社 in 1943. The shift
from travel to transportation was undertaken for the obvious reason that recreation and entertainment inherent in the term travel was inappropriate
under the wartime mobilization system. Against this backdrop, Culture
Joseon ran a considerable number of articles disguised as culture and transportation to, in fact, conceal the imperialist policy imposed on Korea, and
represented Korean culture for the purpose of preemptively accomplishing
an imperial fantasy, namely the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere.

The Media Strategy of Culture Joseon: Camera and Real Korea
Culture Joseon, which is from the late colonial period, has not yet been
ture Joseon held a specific objective that set it apart from other contemporary media, for
it was produced as costly visual media during the worst publishing environment when
most newspapers and magazines were being discontinued.
5. Kurasima Itaru 倉島至, “Joseon insik-ui jungjeom: bando yeohaengja-reul wihae” (Focus
of Perceiving Korea: For the Travelers of the Peninsula), Culture Joseon, January 1942.
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reproduced by phototypography, nor does any library possess the entire
collection; rather, the issues are scattered among the National Library, Sogang
University Library, and the Adan Library collections. A total of 30 issues
were published bimonthly over the course of its short history.6 Of the 20
Korean literati and cultural figures who wrote for this magazine, Kim
So-un, Song Seok-ha, Yi Heon-gu, Jang Hyeok-ju, Kim Gi-rim, Kim Palbong, Yi Kwang-su, Im Hwa, Yi Hyo-seok, Kim Sa-ryang, Jeong Ji-yong, Ju
Yo-han, Son Jin-tae, Jo Yun-je, and Kim Jong-han are included.7 The number of articles written by each individual author is far more extensive.
In addition, the abundant illustrations and photos are the distinctive
feature of Culture Joseon as media and account for the significance it holds as
historical material for cultural studies of the late Japanese colonial period,
which is why the focus for this study came to be the visual elements and
camera technology of modern media that operated inside and outside Culture Joseon. The photographs were intentionally edited and included in the
magazine under the mission to report “truth” and “reality.”8 They are also
significant in that they provide researchers with verisimilitude and factual
information about contemporary culture, which could not always be conveyed in writing. However, it must be noted that the so-called mission for
media after Japan’s announcement of the New Order was, in fact, to introduce “the advanced base for the prosperity of Asia” in order to “strengthen

6. The issues published after 1943 are not even available at the National Library. Nonetheless, Bak Cheon-hong, the director of Adan Library, allowed me access to the material.
Also, I was unable to obtain the January 1943 issue in Korea until very recently. Yet,
Kim Gwang-sik of the Association for Modern Bibliography kindly sent me the copy
from Japan after a difficult search. With the addition of these copies, I have come to
obtain the complete collection. I would like to extend my gratitude to Bak Cheon-hong
and Kim Gwang-sik for their invaluable help. The list of issues is as follows: 1939: Volume 1, Nos. 1–3 (Three total issues were published per year); 1940: Volume 2, Nos. 1–6
(Six total issues per year); 1941: Volume 3, Nos. 1–6 (Six total issues per year); 1942:
Volume 4, Nos. 1–6 (Six total issues per year); 1943: Volume 5, Nos. 1–6 (Six total issues
per year); and 1944: Volume 6, Nos. 1–4 (Four total issues per year).
7. Tour Joseon, August 1939, 50.
8. Tour Joseon, September 1940, 106.
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the naisen ittai 內鮮一體 (Japan and Korea as one entity) through tourism.”9
Culture Joseon’s basic editorial format was to insert photos, design elements, paintings, and illustrations in almost every article. The inaccessibility
of materials has been the fundamental difficulty for cultural researchers of
the late Japanese colonial period since publications or documents were
scarce under the Total War system to begin with, and what little materials
that did exist were often discarded or lost. The visual materials of Culture
Joseon can solve, at least to an extent, this problem.
Accordingly, the following editorial introduction from the first issue
confirms the objective of the magazine, along with Japan’s perception of
Korea’s potential and Korea’s position within the Greater East Asia Coprosperity Sphere tourist bloc:
Korea is now sweating in its glorious business. The responsibility imposed
on Korea by the grand historical project of “constructing the New East
Asia” was so enormous that it could not handle it, unless it took a big leap
historically. . . . People have suddenly started turning their eyes to the continent. In so doing, they discovered this huge peninsula bulging out of the
continent, and are suddenly reminded that it is part of the Great Japanese
Empire. . . . In so doing, Korea is rediscovered. We must be equipped with
strong power and ability, and in order to do so, the potential of Korea must
be developed and manifested. For that purpose, first and foremost, the
general public must learn about Korea. . . . In terms of global tourism . . . as
the world is paying attention to the so-called East Asian tourist bloc being
established and growing in accompaniment with the construction of the
New Order, it is a matter of course that the peninsula plays a major role as
part of the [travel] route. . . . The reason that we have decided to publish
the same kind of magazine, Tour Joseon from the Korean branch, while
the magazine Tabi 旅 (Travel) is being published by the JTA headquarters,
and Tour East Asia 觀光東亞 is being published monthly by the Manchurian branch as the guiding light of the New East Asian perception, is that
the significance and mission of Tour Joseon is quite particular.10

9. Tour Joseon, June 1939, 101.
10. Tour Joseon, June 1939, 2–3, 101.
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As stated previously, Korea’s potential could be developed by learning
more about it through travel, and Tour Joseon (the title at the time of the
first issue) set a long-term plan of becoming the cornerstone for the New
Order in East Asia by providing many informative articles. There were
limitations for Japan to unify the empire and the colony only through
means of the ideological bond that was promoted by the ideology of
assimilation such as naisen ittai and itsen toka 日鮮同化 (assimilation of
Korea into Japan). Japan chose to use the modern institution of tourism
and travel as a channel through which they communicate verisimilitude
and eventually develop methods to utilize Korea as supply base. The Japanese Empire attempted to use the geographical advantage and the potential of Korea in its plan to advance into the continent, which would ultimately fulfill its design of “constructing the New East Asia.” This attempt
was directly connected to the specific objective of establishing “the East
Asian tourist bloc.” During the six years of its publication, the predicates
most frequently used in Culture Joseon were “to select” (取り上げて) and
“to introduce” (紹介する). Hence, one cannot but wonder what the editors
and the producers of the magazine selected and introduced. Besides the
printing and circulation of the magazine, JTA oversaw the propagation of
imperial policies and the network of wartime cooperation. A total of 80
JTA information bureaus were established not only in naichi 內地 or mainland Japan (34 bureaus), but also in Taiwan (3), Korea (10), Manchuria
(19), and China (14). The areas in which Korean information bureaus
were located were Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Daejeon, Pyongyang, Sinuiju,
Wonsan, Hamheung, Cheongjin, and Najin.11 They were usually located
in department stores, such as Mitsukoshi or Georgia.12 It could be said
that the power dynamics existing between the selector and the selected,
the viewer and the viewed, in fact, arise between the Japanese Empire and
colonial Korea.
To further maximize the visual impact of the magazine, Culture Joseon
employed Korean painter, Kim In-seung, who won prizes in the Art Exhi11. Tour Joseon, June 1939, 81.
12. Tour Joseon, June 1939, 85.
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bition hosted by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Science and Culture
in Tokyo, and the Joseon Art Exhibition in Seoul, to paint the covers of
Culture Joseon from the first issue until the November 1941 issue (Fig. 1).13
In addition to decorating the cover with a colorful painting of a Korean
woman exuding Korean beauty and taste, Culture Joseon filled its pages
with pictures and engravings by famous Japanese or Korean artists and
even brought in the concept of design to the layout of the table of contents
(Fig. 2), including listing the name of the designer.

Figure 2. Layout of the “Table of Contents,” Culture Joseon, May 1942 (left);
Layout of the “Table of Contents,” Culture Joseon, May 1941 (right).

As mentioned previously, on almost all pages of the articles, design elements, paintings, illustrations, photographs, and cartoons were inserted.
Also, extravagant pictorials by professional photographers repeatedly
appeared in issue after issue. Over ten of the opening pages were spared for
the “Special Graph” (特輯グラフ) section.14 This section comprised a wide

13. See Seo Gi-jae (2009) for the analysis of Tour Joseon cover pictures and information on
Kim In-seung, the painter of the cover pictures.
14. Seo Gi-jae (2009) dedicated an entire chapter to analyzing the “Teukjip keulleop” 特輯クラブ
(Special Club) section of Tour Joseon. However, this expression was a misreading of “Teukjip graepeu” 特輯グラフ(Special Graph) for “Teukjip keulleop” 特輯クラブ. Hence, the significance of pictorials in the magazine was not fully recognized, and a somewhat passive
interpretation was presented that the section was the “symbolization of Korea represented
by a few photographs.”
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variety of photos, including those related to the feature article, landscapes
and people of Korea, industrial sites from the northern to the southern
end of Korea, streets of different towns and cities, and the customs and
everyday life of Korea.15 Ten odd pages were dedicated to this section, and
considering that an average three to four photos were on each page, the
total photos in this section reached 30 to 40. In the early colonial period,
Korea as a colony was often portrayed as being primitive, backward and
savage. However by the late colonial period, when Culture Joseon was
being published, the focus shifted, and the representations of modern elements, civilizational accomplishments and scientific knowledge were juxtaposed to show off successful colonial domination. The “Special Graph”
as a regular column maintained this format until the magazine’s last issue
as Tour Joseon in November 1940. After the title change in December 1940,
it put forth six-page “pictorial” packed with photos connected to the feature article. In 1943, Culture Joseon specified a separate pictorial section in
the table of contents and added the names of the photographer, photo editor, and caption-writer for each photo, reflecting the responsibility and
passion the editors had for the pictorial. They prided themselves that the
quality, direction and sensibility of “their magazine covers and featured
pictorials were as good as anything published in the center,”16 namely
Tokyo.17 In Figure 3 are some photos from the Jejudo island special issue
published in July 1941:

15. Some of the themes for the special issues were as follows: Geumgangsan mountain; Gyeongseong; Pyongyang; Gyeongsangnam-do area; Nangnang area; Supung Dam; mining in
Hwanghae-do province; Sorokdo Rehabilitation Center; underground resources; Korea of
rice; the forest at war; the Korean theater at war; the youth training in preparation for
mobilization; Korean railroad workers courageously fighting; the final aerial battle and
the peninsula; Korea dashing in to increase the production of light metal; a general rally
of the women of the peninsula; and the peninsula answering to the draft.
16. The term “center” here refers to Japan symbolized by Tokyo.
17. Tour Joseon, July 1940, 98.
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Figure 3. Pictures from Jejudo Island Special Issue, Culture Joseon, July 1941.

For pictorials featuring particular regions of the Korean peninsula, a pattern
in the picture arrangement recurs. The first page would start off with the
face of an innocent child, representing the future as well as leader of Greater
East Asia. Then, it would be followed by an array of photos showing the
customs and everyday life of the local people. The last page(s) would be
filled with photos of production or labor sites where the products or effects
of labor and industry are visible. In manufacturing or industrial cities,
pictures of factories or industrial sites would always appear. In the Jejudo
island special issue, photos of dried fish on the rocks or live fish caught at
sea decorated the pages. The editorial direction and method of Culture
Joseon that utilized visual materials to convey Korean culture can be confirmed in the Editor’s Note:
“Joyful Gyeongseong” is a fresh and cheerful feature article for this special
issue that we requested of thirteen top-class journalists residing in Seoul. . . .
Furthermore, we take special pride in the pictorial pages. Gyeongseong exhibited in those pages is truly “today’s Gyeongseong,” the “living Gyeongseong.”
The brilliance, exhilaration, vibrancy, and the cultural orientation—we
tried to capture all this reality from the “real” viewed through camera.18
18. Tour Joseon, September 1940, 106.
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As the quotation suggests, Culture Joseon was particularly active in using
modern camera technology to strengthen the effect of visually demonstrated reality as well as selectively present Korean culture. The perspective
of the real captured by the camera delivering the truth was commonly
applied to any coverage that displayed Korean culture. Among the few surviving Korean-language magazines that were frequently suspended or if
not completely discontinued had scanty pages, Culture Joseon definitely
commanded attention with its clearly printed articles and lavish pictures
that effectively captured Korean culture to appeal to people immediately.
The peculiarity of these pictorials, proudly called the “art paper pictorial”
アートグラフ, depended on diverse angles and techniques with which objects
were captured by the photographer (sometimes referred to as “photo journalist” 報道寫眞家), such as a long-distance photo shoot for landscape, closeups of factories and machines, a bird’s-eye view angle, and the arrangement
of photos on each page.19
Included as the feature pictorial for the February 1940 issue are photos of Buyeo, Sorokdo Rehabilitation Center, forests and loggers in north
Korea, and people gathering laver in south Korea (Fig. 4). A peaceful
mountain village from a distance, hardwood and materials produced from
it, the vibrant expression of loggers, an innocent boy skiing down a mountain—all these pictures were arranged to maximize the effect intended by
the editorial board. The editors underscored “the sensibility and the will”
exuding from the photos, and expressed their pride that they “captured the
tourism capability [of Korea] from a new perspective.”20 The special issue
dedicated to Nangnang area (September 1941) illustrated the photos of the
excavations sites of Goguryeo tomb murals, and the exhibition of murals
in Pyongyang Museum. Correspondingly, Culture Joseon defined the

19. Tour Joseon, August 1939, 90. Ato grafu アートグラフ signifies that the pictorials were
printed on art paper that was used to print fancy illustrated books. This paper, whose
texture and gloss were outstanding, was often used for pictorials in the front section of
the magazine. Buddhist Remains of Gyeongju Namsan Mountain (1941), published by
the JGGK, is an example of an illustrated book printed entirely on art paper.
20. Tour Joseon, February 1940, 86.
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Figure 4. Wilderness in north Korea (left) and people collecting laver in south
Korea (right), Tour Joseon, February 1940.

significance of Korean culture and photos presented in this issue as follows:
“In this wartime system, our magazine will report the historical background of this peninsula and the entire reality of the culture advancing
beyond it.”21
In that sense, studying Korean history and folklore was the basis for
grasping the entirety of Korean culture. The editorial board of Culture
Joseon saw the ancient history of Korea as “living material” (katsu shiryo 活
資料),22 so that the past history of Korea can one day become part of the
present and future of Korea and Japan as one entity. The editors placed special emphasis on vital sensibility and lively sentiment when displaying
Korean culture because these notions were “directly related to how the sta21. Culture Joseon, September 1941, 94.
22. From the outset, the editorial board recognized the importance of folklore studies in order
to understand the Korean peninsula and stated that they would continuously run coverage
on Korean folklore (August 1939), which is why articles by Akiba Takashi 秋葉隆, Song
Seok-ha, Kim So-un and Jo Yun-je were often included in the magazine. See Culture
Joseon, September 1941, 94.
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tus of the [Korean] peninsula was represented within Japan’s design of East
Asia.”23
As if to attest to the relevance of Culture Joseon, the Gyeongseong special issue (September 1940) and Supung Dam special issue (November
1941), proudly presenting “the superior perspective of a camera” and topclass pictorials of the time, were completely sold out and caused quite a stir
in Seoul and Tokyo. The Gyeongseong special issue partook in the nationwide cultural movement in progress and concentrated on fresh and lively
coverage of the reality of the peninsula operating as a supply base.24 Alternatively, the Supung Dam special issue promoted “the productive culture of
the advancing peninsula” and worked as “constructive cultural material
dedicated to the Japanese Empire.” These issues were followed by special
topics in high-frequency waves, magnesite, and mining in Hwanghae-do
province, which also delivered lively news reports on Korea’s productiveness.25 Underlying the ostentatious display of Korean culture and dedication of cultural material to the empire were the colonial power’s desire for
self-representation and justification.

Figure 5. Supung Dam special pictorials, Culture Joseon, November 1941.

23. Tanabe Damon 田辺多聞, “Taepyeongyangjeok jeongae-wa bando” (Pacific Development
and the Peninsula), Culture Joseon, January 1942, 2.
24. Tour Joseon, November 1940, 90.
25. Culture Joseon, March 1942, 92.
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In an example of such affectation, the spectacles of the Supung Dam and
the night scene of the lighted dam demonstrate the angles and scales that
indicate undeniable help from a helicopter or an air force fighter plane. The
name, “artistic pictorial,” they acquired from “the efforts of the photographer, Tanaka Sadashi 田中さだし who risked his life [for them]” enables us
to speculate just how difficult and dangerous it was to take these pictures.26
The pictures of the Supung Dam plant and its machinery (Fig. 5, right) that
produce high-voltage electricity are taken from an angle that amplified their
grandeur and immensity. Especially, the machinery is represented in an
image reminiscent of a tank or battleship to ultimately evoke the ideal of
a victorious Pacific War.
To effectively evoke the imperial ideal, though shortage of paper in
Korea was quite serious from the time the first issue of Culture Joseon was
published, loyal supporters from all over the country helped the magazine to
print colorful photos on art paper and produce bimonthly issues exceeding
100 pages. However, when the Pacific War accelerated, travel-related articles
had to be reduced, and eventually in the August 1943 issue, they had to
regrettably inform the writers that, “due to paper shortage, [the editorial
board] would advise the writers to shorten their articles.” In December 1943,
the magazine announced the reduction of pages and photos, and published
thinner issues with 50 to 70 pages thereafter. The war and other complications in Japan were evinced by the elimination of advertisement pages and
a claim “to completely exclude idle words”27 and fill the issues with substantial articles to become “a fully-charged journalism magazine.”28 Nevertheless, Culture Joseon ran pictorials until the very last issue and did
not give up their unique reporting method of using “photos as military
strength.”29

26. Culture Joseon, November 1941, 88.
27. The Japanese word for “idle words” used in this sentence was kan moji かんもじ which
refers to meaningless words or unnecessary sentences.
28. Culture Joseon, April 1944, 50.
29. Shimizu Shigeo 淸水重雄, “Sajin-ui jeonryeokhwa-e daehayeo” (On Using Photographs
as the Military Strength), Culture Joseon, November 1944, 40.
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Figure 6. Women in the Korean peninsula participating in the war, Culture Joseon,
November 1944.

As an example of such militarization, from April 1944, when the war was
heading toward an end, Japan was forcibly mobilizing even women and
child soldiers as a desperate measure. Under such circumstances, Culture
Joseon ran pictures of women soldiers (Fig. 6) producing combat uniforms
in a factory or receiving chemical, biological, and radiological training.
Such an abundant use of pictures was encouraged, since a demonstrative
medium like photography seems powerful enough to convince viewers
that it was providing an objective depiction of Korea compared to any rhetorical representation of Korea. However, the representations of industrial
workers, children, young girls, old men, haenyeo (female divers), and railroad workers in the pictorials were not so much about the everyday lives of
individual Koreans but rather the grand imagination of empire. That some
gaps exist between the actual image and the imagination of it—which in
turn means that the signifier disengages from the signified—is inevitable.
In Culture Joseon, “the Other” is viewed as a thoroughly reified photographic object through the gaze of the subject, which results in a perfectly
homogenized image of Korean culture. In no part of this magazine was
there a mention of the Japanese army’s defeat in the war or power struggles
going on in Japan. It completely dismissed the anguish and pain of colonial
Koreans as if there were none from the beginning. Korea was merely represented as a land of possibilities and vitality, as reflected in slogans such
as “resource Korea 資源朝鮮” or “advancement Korea 躍進朝鮮.”
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Colonial Administration and the Cultural Politics of the Magazine
as Media
According to Takaoka Hiroyuki 高岡裕之, who reviewed tourism during the
period of fascist domination, tourism as a cultural prerogative of urban
society at the time could not coexist with the transition toward a total war
system and regimentation of and tightening the control over people’s lives.
However, an aspect of tourism allowed it, in fact, to expand under the wartime system. The theory that supported this movement was the productivity
theory of maintaining “human resources” and improving production efficiency (Sekido 2009, 173). By 1943, the Japanese Ministry of Railways
reinforced restraints on travelers and prioritized the use of railways for distribution of supplies, such as transporting major resources like coal (Sekido 2009, 185).
Even in Korea, as the war accelerated during the late colonial period,
the term “tourism” lost the implication of sightseeing and entertainment,
and was replaced with a new mission statement of mobility and transportation for the execution of warfare. The problem was no matter how hard
the idea of a new mode of tourism was asserted under the New Order, the
existing notion of tourism and travel could not be easily replaced.30 Thus,
Culture Joseon redefined tourism as a cultural movement that could compel people to establish and develop a constructive life by encountering
unfamiliar cultures. Then, the broad and abstract object, Korean culture,
was divided by concrete categorization, the first of which is the division of
productive culture and spiritual culture. “Gold-mine Korea,” “water-electricity Korea,” “fishery Korea,” “iron-mine Korea”—these terms of “industrial advancement” fell into the category of “productive culture.”31 The
moment spiritual culture became a target for reporting, Korea represented
by Culture Joseon turns into a perfect supply base for Japan, even on a
spiritual level. Some argued for the shift in perspective from tourism Korea
to everyday Korea. One such argument is as follows: “Korea is Japan’s sup30. Tour Joseon, July 1940, 99.
31. Takeuchi Shinichi, Culture Joseon, December 1940, 9.
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ply base for the military campaign, but if it is to become a second naichi
(mainland Japan) and not remain a colony, then, what gets introduced
about Korea must be something more realistic and closer to everyday life.”32
JTA proposed a “trip desired by the people of the New Order,” which denied
any motive of entertainment or personal pleasure, and only served specific
purposes, such as religious pilgrimage, official government business, promotion of academic culture, development of resources, and improvement of
national health.33 With 1941 being a turning point, tourism and travel were
thus redefined within a propagandized cultural movement.

Figure 7. “Maps are fun”, Culture Joseon, October 1939 (left); an advertisement
promoting a trip to Manchuria, Culture Joseon, June 1939 (right).

To this end, maps that were essential for touring and mobility were frequently used in Culture Joseon as a visual aid. These maps and vectors
marked on the maps (Fig. 7) provided people with a visual representation
32. Suzuki Take 鈴木武雄, “‘Gwangwang’-ui joseon-gwa ‘saenghwal’-ui joseon” (Korea of
“Tourism” and Korea of “Daily Life”), Tour Joseon, February 1940, 2–3.
33. Culture Joseon, May 1941.
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of (Greater) East Asia, which had only existed as an intangible mental
image. Primarily, the use of these maps is to visualize the transportation
system, such as railways, but they also demonstrate the expansionist will
of Japan, while parading the expanding territory of Japanese Empire.
What is especially significant in Figure 7 is that the arrows following and
connecting the sequence of Japan-Korea-Manchuria-Mongolia are able to
portray these areas as one continuous geographical entity.

Figure 8. A miner on the Figure 9. Railroads in
Figure 10. Japan’s heavy
cover, Culture Joseon,
Mukho, Culture Joseon,
industry, Culture Joseon,
December 1942.
December 1942.
January 1942.

To serve more immediately political purposes, from 1942, the covers of
Culture Joseon were no longer decorated with beautiful paintings but were
replaced by photos of the Korean body or Korean places. Whether a child
soldier, worker or nurse, everyone was transformed into a soldier charging
into war, and the factories and mines were represented as the embodiment
of military force.34 This tendency does not stop with the cover. The magazine contained photos of workers working at a salt pond or by huge salt
mounds, loggers moving logs and fishermen carrying fish, farmers har34. At times, pictures of Korean folk handicrafts, such as masks, would be on the magazine
cover.
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vesting their crops, miners with a weapon-like drill in their hands, or they
conveyed the rich, natural resources of the country. The magazine was also
packed with articles and photos that demonstrated the industrial development of Korea, such as mines and underground resources, steel plants and
electric power plants, dams and blast furnaces.
What one should keep in mind when viewing these images is that representation is not a simple reflection but a practice of signification that
produces meanings (Hall 1990, 51–52). The images of rich natural
resources, advancing industry, a vibrant colony and the leaders of industrial sites give the impression that Korea’s assimilation into Japan is taking
place stably; imperial domination is a modern ruling method; and preparation for warfare to accomplish the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity
Sphere is going smoothly.

Figure 11. “Mines of Figure 12. Pyongyang Special,
Korea” pictorial,
Culture Joseon, December 1940.
Culture Joseon,
March 1941.

Figure 13. Reclaimed
land of Bulyi, Culture Joseon,
December 1942.

For instance, the foregoing pictures (Fig. 11–13) try to affirm the grandeur
of Japan’s imperial domination over colonial Korea and enable the articulation of Japanese nationalism according to the codes of cultural administration of a colony. The images must have encouraged the Japanese to imagine
Korea as an alternative space with a promise of material resources and supply (i.e., exploitation) of food. Through existing research and evidence, we
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are fully aware of the anxiety and rupture of late Japanese imperial rule, but
this magazine momentarily intoxicates us with unfamiliar images. Existing
research has pointed out that colonial Korea was represented as one of the
local areas of Japan, and that Korean tradition and culture were defined as
a locality or local color (O 2012; Yi 2004). The fictitiousness of reality represented in this magazine, which was thoroughly cooperative with Japanese
imperial policy, is that it lacked the ambivalence of most discourses of
locality. The smoothness of a surface that represented vitality and exaltation and the overwhelming images and narrative imagination threading
those images are stories devised by the empire for its colonial rule.
Fittingly, Korean miner “who became one with the machines” (Fig. 8)
boasted the same intense productivity of the enormous heavy industrial
plants (Fig. 10) that embodied the glory of technological Japan. Technicians
deployed in airplane and fighter plane manufacture, the most advanced
devices of the time and representing the technological superiority of Japan,
were also displayed by the empire. Culture Joseon also ran numerous memoirs and travelogues in every issue written by Japanese settlers in Korea or by
Korean artists and cultural figures. However, the content of each piece did
not necessarily reflect individual memories or impressions but contained
characteristics that could be viewed as the product of a collective imagination. Personal memories were mostly ones associated with images of Korean
gisaeng or pastoral scenery. The collective memories were those of cooperative memories onto which meanings were attached after the fact, based on
images of Koreans encountered at industrial sites or volunteer soldier training camps. In this respect, the faces of Koreans and the landscapes of Korea
appearing in these pictures and articles are as if they were seen through the
viewfinder of a camera, whose angle, lens, and distance from the object are
completely fixed.35

35. Once Koreans became readers of this magazine, they were not simply looking at photos,
but were exposed to what was being viewed. In other words, the colonized are not inviting the object into their visual system, but rather the object is organizing their perceptions. However, this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 14. A child on the cover (left) and pictorials of student soldiers going to
war (right), Culture Joseon, February 1944.

Most of the shots used in magazine pictorials or covers are, of course,
taken by individual photographers, but the images are homogenized in
being approved by JGGK military police or passing censorship imposed by
Korean military headquarters. Hence, colonial Korea and its culture, a
mere object for passive viewing, are represented as a complete stereotype.
Culture Joseon, which was a perfect miniature of the imperial state, sanitized its object, Korea, like a product processed and sealed by aseptic packaging.36 Hence, from today’s perspective, Culture Joseon, in all its colorfulness, seems almost colorless.

36. In Art and Propaganda in the Twentieth Century, Toby Clark (2000, 73) presents a view
that by following a fascist interpretation, which considers the human body as a miniature of the state, “the body of the state which does not have internal disease and is
immune to external contamination is pure.”
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Conclusion
Culture Joseon is a colorful visual medium incomparable to any other
under the wartime system and a text that provides photos and visual material that were filtered through the gaze of a camera that also produced a
written discourse of colonialism. In particular, by appropriating the modern sensibility of travel and tourism, the empire was in fact using a strategy
of colonial administration to flaunt and consume Korea and Korean culture under the guise of an innocent introduction. Another important
research subject relevant to the combination of imperial rule and modern
tourism is the picture postcard. Some studies have analyzed the representation strategy of the colonial period reflected in the postcards produced
from the perspective of the empire. The political nature of the cultural
commodities under imperialism uncovered in these studies was basically
identical to the perspective of the camera presented in Culture Joseon. They
are both cultural commodities of imperialism that are produced to advertise and justify imperial rule (Kwon 2003; Choi 2011; 2012).
Nonetheless, the images in picture postcards are more deeply associated with the cultural taste of Japanese empire that consumed colonial Korea.
In contrast, the complexity embedded in the images of Culture Joseon
requires a multilayered approach in that they represent the ethnicity and
everyday customs of Korea and unilaterally treat Korean culture as “the
Other” while simultaneously flaunting the justification and inevitability of
imperial domination.37
As shown thus far, Culture Joseon covered and represented Korea in all
aspects and directions from Korean folklore and history to scientific and
industrial fields, from the southern extremity of Jejudo island to the wilderness of the northern extremity. That is, it went through a process of
selectively presenting and discussing Korean culture and creating a representation of Korea as a bridgehead of war by equating photos with proof
and reality. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the real motive
37. However, comparative research with picture postcards is beyond the scope of this paper;
hence, it must be left for future study.
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behind the cultural movement was to promote mobility as part of national
policy and propaganda for mobilization. Mobility promoted the idea of
transforming the colony into a second naichi through tourism and travel,
and the transportation of supplies and human resources was reduced to
preemptively fulfilling the fantasy of the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity
Sphere.38
Therefore, this paper summarized the unique media strategy of Culture Joseon, the colonial rule of the Japanese Empire represented visually,
and the representation of colonial Korea. Embedded in Culture Joseon were
significant and subtle social changes under the New Order and the inexplicable vitality and sentiments of the late Japanese colonial period. In order to
define and explain these changes or vitality and sentiments, further
research should be conducted. In particular, the national mobility plan
must be examined to see how people and goods were moved under the
modern transportation system that accompanied restrictions, regulations
and a fixed direction in the colony. Such inquiry could expand into study of
a new place and new body different from the representation of the Korean
body and Korean places addressed in this article, that is, in relation to how
people moved to certain cities or famous sites and what kinds of activities
they were supposed to engage in at each location.

38. Suzuki Take, Tour Joseon, February 1940, 2–3.
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